
THE IMPORTANCE OF DRAMATIC CONFLICT IN A STREETCAR NAMED

DESIRE BY TENNESSEE WILLIAMS AND DEATH OF A

Tennessee Williams was one of the greatest and most well-known Named Desire, it is important to know some facts
about Tennessee For these reasons, the themes within A Streetcar Named Desire . It becomes that sheer lust which is
a kind of real deathâ€• (Spampinato, ). . Drama For Students.

However, her story lives on in the minds of the audience. Also Blanches evasive explaining of her early arrival
before the end of the spring term at the school in Laurel shows us that something went wrong with Blanche.
While the main female characters in "Streetcar," Blanche and Stella, are not women who are seeking the
socio-economic independence of the workplace, they are women who had money in their youth and, to that
degree, were not subservient. And still in today's society it could happen that someone is suddenly confronted
with totally new and different values he has to adapt to. After three years at the shoe factory, Williams had a
minor nervous breakdown. Blanche has retreated into her last possible refuge, the fantasy-world of her own
which could be called psychological realism. While he was studying there, a St. The ease with which they
communicate demonstrates the casual acceptance of diversity in the French Quarter. The home itself became
the site of a new clash. She seems to believed that she deserves special treatment. Evidence points to the fact
that she sold her family's estate, "Belle Reve", and squandered all the proceeds on fine clothes. The play had
four main characters: Stella, Stanley, Blanche, and Mitch. And finally there are given some general
interpretations in connection with Blanche. A Streetcar Named Desire is more than entertainment. They did
not see the pain, loneliness, struggle, unhappiness, and rejection that Blanche experienced. The audience is
allowed to see that Blanche longs for true acceptance, yet never finds it. Williams, p. Williams loathed his
father but grew to appreciate him somewhat after deciding in therapy as an adult that his father had given him
his tough survival instinct. Finally, Tennyson uses much music in the play, one of the most obvious examples
of this being Blanches song in scene 7. Stanley attacked Blanche's weakest link: her reality. In return for her
submission, Stanley either uses her body or beats it, depending on how he happens to be feeling at the time.
She hopes to soften the light in order to look younger; she also hopes to create a sense of magic and charm
within the apartment. This play was first performed in Baym,  Blanche went through several relations with
soldiers of a nearby camp and finally had a relation to a seventeen year old schoolboy. I saw! Blanche is cruel
to her husband, rude to Eunice, patronizing to Stella, and arrogant to Stanley. I hurt him that way you would
like to hurt me, "7 That shows her feeling of guilt about the dead of her husband. Later on Blanche has a
conversation with Mitch a friend of Stanley. The audience experiences sadness. Stanley Kowalski thinks of his
small apartment as his kingdom. Women gained their value from their relationship with a man. Throughout
her childhood, Blanche was accustomed to gentility and wealth. I believe that Williams was affected by the
harsh treatment of women in Southern society. When Blanche first arrives from Laurel Missouri, she
immediately becomes the antagonist: She looks like a high bread women who wants to destroy her sisters
marriage for her own personal gain. Later on she teaches American literature at a high school in Laurel. His
experience as a known homosexual in an era unfriendly to homosexuality also informed his work. When they
did it was too late so that Blanche has to go to an insane asylum. Vlasopolos, Anca. Blanche was different; she
was outspoken and non-conforming to the demands that southern society put upon women. Blanche DuBois'
fall and decline hadn't necessarily gone so far. The "antagonist" turns into a victim. Her garments are strewn
about the furniture. The modest two-room flat that Blanche disdains is this working man's kingdom and he
will rule. Therefore she got fired and moved to Elysian Fields in New Orleans where her sister Stella lives
with her husband Stanley and where the play starts. Probably reminding herself of Mitch she says to the
boy:"I've got to be good-and keep my hands of children.


